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The classical Riemann boundary value problem for analytic functions and solutions of
more general elliptic systems in the plalle modeled many problems of Mathematical
Physics, but closed form solutions of such problems are known only in a few cases
(see Gakhov [4];Vekua [9];and Begehr-Gilbert [2]).
Using a successive reduction method, generalized Riemann boundary value problems
and its conjugates are solved in closed form in [1,3,6,8].
We are investigating classes of generalized Riemann boundary value problems for
generalized analytic fUllction w, which means, in this context, that w satisfies the
equation

8w _
8:z +Aw+ Bw=O,
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2. Smootheness of generalized integral of Cauchy
type

First, we describe some notation. Let L be a dosed rectifiable Jordan curve in the
complex plane e bounding a domain D+, O D+ and satisfying the condition (1(8) =
0(8), 8 ~ 0+ , which is defined using a metrical characteristic of a curve: 0(8) =
SUPtEL mes {r EL: It - rl ~ 8}, 8 > O.
Let D- = e jjj+, ep E Hw(L) (Le., ep is a uniformly Holder continuous functions on
L with characteristic nonnegative, nondecreasing function w defined on (O, d], d =
diameter L, and such that 8-1w(8) is noncreasing, w(8) -> O, 8 -> 0+, moreover,

6 dJ w(r)jrdr + 8J w;;) dr = O(w(8)).
o 6

On the other hand, let Do be a regular domain, A and B complex functions in
Lp,2(C) (2 < p) which vanish identically out side Do ; and let 01 (z, t) and 02(Z, t)
be the fundamental Kernels ofthe dass Up,2(A,B,Cjt) (see [9]).
Throughout the paper, L, w , Do , A and B will be as before, with the following
additional condition: 8~ w-1 (8) -> O, 8 -> 0+.
Lemma 1 Let ep E Hw(L) , K(ep, z) be the generalized integral 01 Cauchy type 01 ep
in L; namely,

K(ep,z) = 2~i J {Ol(z,r)ep(r)dr - 02(z,r)¡p(z,r)dr}. (1)
L

P(A,B)[ep)(t) = limz-+t,zED+ K(ep,z) =
1 J !eill -2".i [OI(t,r)ep(r) - T-t]- 02(t,r)¡p(r)dr + ep(t),

L
Q(A, B)[ep](t) = -limz -+ t, z E D~ K(ep, z) =

1 J :e.ill --2".i [01 (t,r)ep(r) - ~-t] - 02(t,r)¡p(r)dr,
L

are continuous projectors on H w(L). The first integrals have to be understood in the
Cauchy principal value sence.
The proof of the last lemma and the followingassertions involveonly simple calcula-
tions and are omitted. We define formally an operator S(A,B), acting on Hw(L) by
the formula:

and we note that if A == B == O, then O2 (z, t) == O, 01 (z, t) _ t~z and S(A, B)
reduces to the singular integral operator S (see [5]). Hence, formula (2) are the



c1assical Plemelj-Sokholski formula related with the limiting values éP±(<p,t) on L of
the integral of Cauchy type

1 J <p(r)éP(<p,z)= -2' -- dr.
11"~ r - z

L

Remark 1 [f one introduces the spaces H~(L) of complex Holder continuous in L
functions, with characterist w , and generalized analytic in D±, vanishing at infinity,
using the the fact that S(A,B) maps the space Hw(L) boundedly into itself, we are
able to set the equality Hw(L) = H;(L) CB H;;(L).
Lemma 2 [f M(t) E Hw(L) and the operator Mis defined by means of the equality

then the commutator operator S(A,B)M - MS(A,B) is compact on Hw(L).
The conjugate operator to the operator S*(A, B) that is defined on the total space of
all functional :=: of the form

3(,,) ~ Re (;i! <P(T)«T) dT) , (E Hw(L)

(this space is identified with the space Hw(L)), is given by -Se -A, -B) (see [7]).
Hence,

Q*(A,B) = P(-A,-B).
Riemann Boundary value problem
Let a, b and f be Holder continuous functions on L and a and b nonvanishing on L.
We consider the Riemann boundary value problem for generalized analytic functions
in the following operational interpretation:

"To finda function <pE H",,(L) such that
apeA, B)[<p] + bQ(A, B)[<p] = f on L".

Expressing b(t)ja(t), as a ratio of boundary values of the canonical function X(z) =

exp éP(ln[r-X :~~~], z) (see [4]), we have *E = t ~~(th),where

1 [ b(t)]
X = 211" arg a(t) L'

Now, introducing the notation

A = A,
B = { Bexp(2iIm[11lX(z)J),

zXz-XB exp(2i1m[lnX(z)]),



the followingtheorem holds:
Theorem 1 For X ~ O , the problem (5) is solvable lor every function I E
Hw(L). The solution lor t E L is representable in the lorm lf'(t) = P(A, B)[lf'](t) +
Q(A, B)[lf'](t), where

P(A,B)[lf'](t) = X+(t) {P(A,B)[a~+](t) + Rx-1(t)}, (6)

and RX-1 (t) is an arbitrary generalized polynomial, 01 degree not bigger than X - 1
(Ior X = O, Rx-l == O ), 01 the class Up,2(A, B, C).
For X < O , the inhomogeneous problem is solvable only under the assumptions

(
1 J A k I(r) )

Re 2i L KI(z, r) a(r)X+(r) dr = O,

& ( :i¡K/(iz" T) a(Ti;l(T) dT) ~ O,

k = O, 1, ... , X - 7

where fe is the generalized Cauchy type integal on the circle Izl = p ( p has to be
chosen in such a way that Do U D+ is contained on it) associated to the adjoint
equation

8w A A

8z - Ato - BiiJ = O.

Remark 2 The corresponding adjoint problem, equations, operator, system, coeffi-
cient and so on, is denoted briefl.yby adding the suscript' (for example, «problem
(8)' ».
The additional conditions (7) as well as the analytic case, can be obtained for the
representation of generalized analytic integral of Cauchy type as power series in a
neighourhood of infinity (see [4]).

3. The generalized boundary value problem for ge-
neralized analytic functions



The functions al, a2, ...an, bl ,~, ....bn are asumed to be in Hw(L) and nonvanishing;
furthermore, the function f is also asumed to be in Hw(L) .
For analytic functions (Le., A == B == O), the problem (8) is discused in the papers
[1,6] under certain conditions for the contour, coefficients and free termo
For the sake of simplicity, we present the solution of (8) for n = 2. The reasoning is
similar in the general case. The basic scheme of the solution considered here is the
same as in the latter references.
Problem (8) can be written as a Riemann boundary value problem:

The index of this problem is o: = 2~ (arg :: ~~~) L and its general solution is fol1owing
according to

P(A,B)[u](t) = X+(t) {P(A,.B)[al~+](t) + :k"-l(t)},

Q(A,B)[v](t) = ea X-(t) {Q(A,.B)[al~+](t) - Ra-l(t)},

where Ra-l is a generalized polynomial of degree not higher than o:-1with arbitrary
coefficients and Ra-l == O , for o: :$ O. Problem (9) has a solution for o: < Oif and
only if the corresponding condition (7) holds.
The determination of cp, using P(A, B)[u] and Q(A, B)[v] already determined, leads
to the problems

a2P(A, B)[cp] - Q(A, B)[u] = P(A, B)[u],

P(A, B)[v] - ~Q(A, B)[cp] = Q(A, B)[v].

We factorize the functions .1. and ~ as follows:a~

(10)

(11)



{

Re (l. ¡P(A,B)ful(r) K~I(zk r) dr) O
2. a2(r)Y+(r) , =,

Re (.1, L¡ P(A,Blful(r) KI(izk r) dr) = O
2. a2(r)Y+ r)' ,

L

{

Re (.1, ¡Q(A,B~[vl(r) i(l(zm r) dr) = O2. Z+ r) , ,
L

Re (.1, ¡Q(A,B~[vl(r) KI(izm r) dr) = O2. Z+ r) , ,
L

are necessary and sufficient for the solvability ofthe problems (10) and (11) respecti-
vely.
For a > O,and taken into account that K(Zk, t) and K(izk, t) is a complete system
(see [9)) in Up,2(A,..8, Iz I < p) , one gets the expansion

0<-1

Ro<-1 (t) = L ÁnK(zn, t) + "YnK(izn, t) ,
n=O

where Án, 'Yn are arbitrary real constants. Then condition (12) can be expressed as
the system

(1/ ~ ~ k )fn,k = Re 2i L A2(r)K(zn, r)KI(z , r) dr ,

(
1 / ~ ~ k )Pn,k = Re 2i L A2(r)K(zn,r)KI(iz ,r)dr ,

(
1 / ~ ~ k )9n,k = Re 2i L A2(r)K(izn,r)KI(z ,r)dr ,

On,' ~ Re (~ !A2(T)K(iZn,T)1(,(iz',T)dT) ,



h, ~ - Re Ui [ A2(T)P(A'B)[al(/¡~~(T)IKl(Z"T)dT) ,

r, ~ - Re (;i¡A'(T)P(A, /lllal(/¡~~(T) ¡K/(iz', r) dr) ,

X+(r)
A2(r) = a2(T)Y+(T)'

The analogous algebraic system

l"m ~ Re Ui [ B2(r)K(z',r)K'(zm,r)dr) ,

P"m ~ Re (~i [ B,(r)K(z',r)K'(izm,r)dr ) ,

!J.,m ~ Re (~i [ B2(r)K(iz',r)K'(zm,T)dr ) ,

!J.,m ~ Re (~i [ B2(r)K(iZ',r)K,(üm,T)dr) ,

h", ~ Re (;i [ B,(r) Q(A.BlIal(/¡~~(r)¡K'(zm,r)dr) ,

rm ~ Re (;i [ B,(r)Q(A'BlIal(/¡~~(r)JK'(izm,r)dT) ,

r-a X-(r)
B2(r) = b2(r)r-Ó Z-(r)'

can be obtained as a representation oí condition (13).
We are going to state our results in form of a theorem that deals with the dimensio-
nality, over the algebra R oí the real complex numbers, oí the Kernel oí the operator



O2• This dimension is determined by a, {3,8 and also depends on the rank of a certain
algebaic system.
Theorem 2 11 a ~ O, a ~ O and 8 ;:::O, then dim Ker O2 = 2(a + {3+ 8) and
the inhomogeneous problem (8) is inconditionally solvable; moreover, its solution is
determined by making use 01 the above Teduction method.
II at least one 01 the index a, {301' 8 is negative, the condition (7), (12) 01' (13),de-
pending on the negative index, is necessary and sufficient to ensure the solvability 01
(8).
II a > O, {3< O, 8 ~ O, then a necessary and sufficient condition 101' the solvability
01 the problem (8) is the compatibility of the algebraic system (14); il l' is the rank 01

this system, then dim Ker O2 = 2(a + 8) - r.
II a ~ O, {3~ O, 8 < O , then a necessa'ry and sufficient condition 101' the solvability
01 the problem (8) is the compatibility of the algebraic system (15); il l' is the rank 01

this system, then dim Ker O2 = 2(a + {3)- r.
II a > O, {3< O, 8 < O, then a necessary and sufficient condition 101' the solvability
01 the problem (8) is the compatibility of the combined algebraic system formed by the
systems (14) and (15); il l' is the rank ol this system, then dim Ker 02 = 2 - r.

4. The adjoint homogeneous problem; Orthogona-
lity relations

Let us now consider the homogeneous adjoint problem to problem (8). Using the
scheme for the solution in the preceding chapter, we write the general solution of
homogeneous problem (8)' as :

_ 1 { R' -Q-1 (t) + p(A', B')[~+ :)::: R'-0-1 (t)]-} (16)
1/J(t) - a1(t)X+(t) -Q(A' B') [ x+(t~ R' (t)] ,, t-/ly- t) -/3-1

where .Jt = -A, B'= -B .
If a > O, {3< O, 8 ~ O , then the vector of the real coefficients of the polynomial
RJ-/3-1(t) is a solution of system (14)'.
If a > O, {3 ~ 0,8 < O , then the vector of the real coefficients of the polynomial
R' -0-1(t) is a solution of system (15)'.
If a > O, {3< O, 8 < O, then the vector of the real coefficients of the polynomials
R' -/3-1 (t) , R' -0-1 (t) is a solution of the combined system composed by the systems
(14)' and (15)' .
The following theorem, concerning the dimensionality over R of the operator Oí , is
an analogous to the corresponding result for the operator O2 .

Theorem 3 The number ol linearly independent, over R , solutions 01 the homoge-
neous adjoint problem Oí 1/J = O is



max {O,-20:} +max {O, -2,B} +max {O,-2ó} - r',
where r' is the rank 01 the system (14)' when o: > O,,B ~ O, ó < O; r' is the rank
01 the system (15)' when o: > O, ,B ~ O, 8 < O; it is the rank 01 the combined system
lorrned 01 the systems (14)' and. (15)' when o: > O, ,B < O, Ó < O ; finally, r' = O in
any other cases.
In what follows we shall quote without proof a result of Noether theorem type,

Re ( ~i [ f(T)'¡'(T)dT) ~ O,

where 'I/J is a solution 01 the homogeneous adjoint problem (8)''',

Dnder the assumption o: > O, ,B < O, 8 ~ O, the relation (17) talms the form:

-El A'k Re (~ J Q(A', B,)[ x:~r)~~«;(}l at(r)CXkHdr) +
k=O L-~l R (1 J Q(AA BA

)[x+(rbK,(ük,-r) l ~(-rk d) - O+ LJ 'Y'k e 2i 1,' -r- Y-(r) al(-r X (-r) r - ,
k=O L

where (A' o, 'O" >..' -{3-1> 'Y'o, ,." 'Y'-{3-l) is the general solution of the system (14)',
According to the identity Q"(A', B') = P(A, B) , it follows that (18) can be repre-
sented in the form

-~l A R (1 J X+(-r)K,( .•k,-r) P(A B)[ f(r) ld )
LJ 'k e 2i -r-¡}Y- (-r) , al (r)X~(-r) r +
k=O L-~l (1 J X+(-r)K,(izk,-r) A A flor) )+ LJ 'Y'k Re 2i -r-bY-(-r} P(A, B)[adr}X+(-r) ldr = O,

k=O L

One can verify that (19) is the necessary and sufficient condition for the compatibility
of the system (14).
We remark also that if o: > O, ,B ~ O, 8 < O (o: > O, ,B < O, Ó < O) using the same
technique as before, (17) is the necessary and sufficient condition for the compatibility
of the system (15) (the combined system of (14) and (15) ).
Let us observe finally that (17) can be reduced directly to the conditions (7), (12)
and (13), when o: > O, ,B ~ O, and Ó ~ O.
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